Bonus regulations
CIRCUSCASINO.RS
The bonuses are sums of money which are credited to your player account, under certain conditions,
and which need to be converted to real money by using them as stake for the games of chance
offered on the site, in accordance with the indicated conversion factor.
Conditions to receive bonuses
The stakes in real money have to be played before any of the bonuses.
The bonuses are offered by CIRCUSCASINO.RS in order to promote the site, the games or a related
event.
To enjoy the bonuses, the player must:
▪ own a validated CIRCUSCASINO.RS player account;
▪ not be a “bonus abuser” (see bonus abuse);
▪ accept the terms and conditions of CIRCUSCASINO.RS as well as the regulations related to the
current bonuses;
▪ provide correct and up-to-date personal data.
If a player does not respect the conditions mentioned above, his account will be blocked and his
bonuses will be cancelled.
There are several types of bonuses for which the rules are available on the site when these bonuses
are issued.
The most common bonus is a deposit bonus allowing the player to receive, in addition to its real
money deposit, a percentage of it (a certain amount), in limited form of bonus money.
How to refuse a Bonus
The player can opt out of receiving bonuses by unchecking the box "I want to use bonuses" on the
page "Account> Settings".
Debit order for Bonus money
When placing a bet on a game, the real money in the Player’s account is played before the bonus
money.
Earnings generated with bonus money
When a player’s account contains bonus money, all the winnings realised while playing will be
transformed also in bonus money.
When a player places a bet with a sum consisting at least partly of bonus money, the earnings
generated are paid in bonus money.
Conversion of bonus money into real money
The bonus money (starting bonus and winnings in bonus money) is converted into real money when
the Playthrough of all active starting bonuses on Player's account is reached.
The playthrough, expressed as a number, is the number of times the player has to play or bet the
amount of his actives bonuses received on his account before turning the bonus money into real
money and be able to ask for the withdrawal.

The value of the playthrough that needs to be achieved depends on the type of game played.
Bonus - Playthrough
Game type/Bet

Playthrough

Coeficient

Sports bets with an odd above 1,60

30

100%

Slot Machine

30

100%

RNG table games(roulettes etc.)

90

33%

Blackjack

30

100%

If the Player’s account contains less than 20 RSD of bonus money, the amount will be converted into
real money as soon as the player will start a new game or will place a new bet.
What happends to the bonus money in case of a withdrawal request
Any withdrawal request will generate the loss of the bonus money on the player’s account.
Use restriction for Bonuses
Players’ bonuses are personal and cannot be shared with any other player or third party person. It is
not allowed to share the bonus between players.
The Organizer, at its sole discretion, can modify the conditions of each bonus and withdraw at any
moment and without justification, a bonus, a promotion or a special offer.
Bonus abuse
The Organizer may refuse any withdrawal and/or cancel all the winnings if it turns out that the player
engages in practices which conflict with these bonus regulations. In particular, ‘irregular gaming’ or
‘bonus abuse’ occurs when:
▪ a player withdraws money which he deposited in order to obtain a bonus to play only with the
bonus credit offered by the Organizer.
▪ a player makes a deposit with the purpose of claiming a bonus without having the intention to play.
▪ a player uses abusive and repeatedly bonuses or promotions offered by the Organizer (or
promotions from one of its partners) in depositing only a minimum amount, in order to play with the
bonus.
▪ the creation of several games accounts in order to benefit more than once from the same
promotional offers
▪ creating or using multiple accounts from the same computer or IP address in order to benefit more
than once from the same promotional offers
This list is not exhaustive.
From the moment the Organizer qualifies a player as being a "bonus abuser", that player will no
longer benefit from any promotional bonus.
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